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Super-conducting qubits

The ongoing race towards scalable quantum computers
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causes them to come to rest on opposite sides, 
each a bit up the slope. In this state, the marbles 
would tend to move in tandem: they could, for 
instance, oscillate back and forth in the bowl 
along their direction of alignment while preserv-
ing the separation distance between them. A pair 
of qubits in an ion trap would also experience 

the internal states of the two ion qubits and real-
ize a CNOT gate. A brief explanation of a vari-
ant on their gate goes as follows.

First, think about two marbles in a bowl. 
Assume that the marbles are charged and repel 
each other. Both marbles want to settle at the 
bottom of the bowl, but the coulomb repulsion 

ION STRINGS 
[ONE APPROACH]

One method for building a trapped-ion computer is to connect the ions through 
their common motions. A string of ions is electrically levitated between two arrays 
of electrodes. Because the positively charged particles repel one another, any oscil-
latory motions imparted to one ion (say, by a laser) will move the whole string.  
Lasers can also flip the ions’ magnetic orientations, which encode the data carried 
by the string—an up orientation can correspond to 1, and down can represent 0. 

THE FUTURE
Scaling this system up to larger numbers of ions presents 
difficulties, however.  It appears that longer strings—those 
containing more than about 20 ions—would be nearly 
impossible to control because their many collective modes  
of common motion would interfere with one another. So 
scientists have begun to develop gridlike traps in which ions 
can be moved from a string in the system’s memory, say,  
to another string where data are being processed. The 
quantum entanglement of the ions allows data to be 
transferred from one zone of the trap to another.  

L1   If the leftmost ion 
state is up, the 
lasers flip it and 
put it in motion, 
oscillating the 
whole string.

Electrodes

Repulsion between  
positively charged ions

Ion in superposition  
of up and down states

ElectrodesLaser beam

L2   Another laser flips 
the rightmost  
ion only if it is  
in motion.

Superposition  
of stationary  
and moving  
ion strings

L3   Yet another laser 
flips the leftmost 
ion (and stops 
the motion) if  
it is moving.

L4   Leftmost and 
rightmost ions are 
now entangled  
and can serve  
as a logic gate  
in quantum 
calculations.

Processor

Memory

Processor

Memory

Electrodes

A multizone ion trap was developed at the 
 National Institute of Standards and Technology.
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2D ion-trap quantum computers Cold atoms in optical lattices

Quantum bits (qubits)
Electron spin qubits

Trapped Ions Superconducting Qubits

Majorana Qubits
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developed fast, high-fidelity gates that can be executed simultaneously 
across a two-dimensional qubit array. We calibrated and benchmarked 
the processor at both the component and system level using a powerful 
new tool: cross-entropy benchmarking11. Finally, we used component-
level fidelities to accurately predict the performance of the whole sys-
tem, further showing that quantum information behaves as expected 
when scaling to large systems.

A suitable computational task
To demonstrate quantum supremacy, we compare our quantum proces-
sor against state-of-the-art classical computers in the task of sampling 
the output of a pseudo-random quantum circuit11,13,14. Random circuits 
are a suitable choice for benchmarking because they do not possess 
structure and therefore allow for limited guarantees of computational 
hardness10–12. We design the circuits to entangle a set of quantum bits 
(qubits) by repeated application of single-qubit and two-qubit logi-
cal operations. Sampling the quantum circuit’s output produces a set 
of bitstrings, for example {0000101, 1011100, …}. Owing to quantum 
interference, the probability distribution of the bitstrings resembles 
a speckled intensity pattern produced by light interference in laser 
scatter, such that some bitstrings are much more likely to occur than 
others. Classically computing this probability distribution becomes 
exponentially more difficult as the number of qubits (width) and number 
of gate cycles (depth) grow.

We verify that the quantum processor is working properly using a 
method called cross-entropy benchmarking11,12,14, which compares how 
often each bitstring is observed experimentally with its corresponding 
ideal probability computed via simulation on a classical computer. For 
a given circuit, we collect the measured bitstrings {xi} and compute the 
linear cross-entropy benchmarking fidelity11,13,14 (see also!Supplementary 
Information), which is the mean of the simulated probabilities of the 
bitstrings we measured:

F P x= 2 " ( )# $ 1 (1)n
i iXEB

where n is the number of qubits, P(xi) is the probability of bitstring xi 
computed for the ideal quantum circuit, and the average is over the 
observed bitstrings. Intuitively, FXEB is correlated with how often we 
sample high-probability bitstrings. When there are no errors in the 
quantum circuit, the distribution of probabilities is exponential (see 
Supplementary Information), and sampling from this!distribution will 
produce F = 1XEB . On the other hand, sampling from the uniform  
distribution will give "P(xi)#i!=!1/2n and produce F = 0XEB . Values of FXEB 
between 0 and 1 correspond to the probability that no error has occurred 
while running the circuit. The probabilities P(xi) must be obtained from 
classically simulating the quantum circuit, and thus computing FXEB is 
intractable in the regime of quantum supremacy. However, with certain 
circuit simplifications, we can obtain quantitative fidelity estimates of 
a fully operating processor running wide and deep quantum circuits.

Our goal is to achieve a high enough FXEB for a circuit with sufficient 
width and depth such that the classical computing cost is prohibitively 
large. This is a difficult task because our logic gates are imperfect and 
the quantum states we intend to create are sensitive to errors. A single 
bit or phase flip over the course of the algorithm will completely shuffle 
the speckle pattern and result in close to zero fidelity11 (see also!Sup-
plementary Information). Therefore, in order to claim quantum suprem-
acy we need a quantum processor that executes the program with 
sufficiently low error rates.

Building a high-fidelity processor
We designed a quantum processor named ‘Sycamore’ which consists 
of a two-dimensional array of 54 transmon qubits, where each qubit is 
tunably coupled to four nearest neighbours, in a rectangular lattice. The 

connectivity was chosen to be forward-compatible with error correc-
tion using the surface code26. A key systems engineering advance of this 
device is achieving high-fidelity single- and two-qubit operations, not 
just in isolation but also while performing a realistic computation with 
simultaneous gate operations on many qubits. We discuss the highlights 
below; see also the!Supplementary Information.

In a superconducting circuit, conduction electrons condense into a 
macroscopic quantum state, such that currents and voltages behave 
quantum mechanically2,30. Our processor uses transmon qubits6, which 
can be thought of as nonlinear superconducting resonators at 5–7!GHz. 
The qubit is encoded as the two lowest quantum eigenstates of the 
resonant circuit. Each transmon has two controls: a microwave drive 
to excite the qubit, and a magnetic flux control to tune the frequency. 
Each qubit is connected to a linear resonator used to read out the qubit 
state5. As shown in Fig.!1, each qubit is also connected to its neighbouring 
qubits using a new adjustable coupler31,32. Our coupler design allows us 
to quickly tune the qubit–qubit coupling from completely off to 40!MHz. 
One qubit did not function properly, so the device uses 53 qubits and 
86 couplers.

The processor is fabricated using aluminium for metallization and 
Josephson junctions, and indium for bump-bonds between two silicon 
wafers. The chip is wire-bonded to a superconducting circuit board 
and cooled to below 20!mK in a dilution refrigerator to reduce ambient 
thermal energy to well below the qubit energy. The processor is con-
nected through filters and attenuators to room-temperature electronics, 

Qubit Adjustable coupler

a

b

10 mm

Fig. 1 | The Sycamore processor. a, Layout of processor, showing a rectangular 
array of 54 qubits (grey), each connected to its four nearest neighbours with 
couplers (blue). The inoperable qubit is outlined. b, Photograph of the  
Sycamore chip.
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Quantum computers outperforming the best classical 
computers?
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between 0 and 1 correspond to the probability that no error has occurred 
while running the circuit. The probabilities P(xi) must be obtained from 
classically simulating the quantum circuit, and thus computing FXEB is 
intractable in the regime of quantum supremacy. However, with certain 
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a fully operating processor running wide and deep quantum circuits.

Our goal is to achieve a high enough FXEB for a circuit with sufficient 
width and depth such that the classical computing cost is prohibitively 
large. This is a difficult task because our logic gates are imperfect and 
the quantum states we intend to create are sensitive to errors. A single 
bit or phase flip over the course of the algorithm will completely shuffle 
the speckle pattern and result in close to zero fidelity11 (see also!Sup-
plementary Information). Therefore, in order to claim quantum suprem-
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tunably coupled to four nearest neighbours, in a rectangular lattice. The 
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simultaneous gate operations on many qubits. We discuss the highlights 
below; see also the!Supplementary Information.

In a superconducting circuit, conduction electrons condense into a 
macroscopic quantum state, such that currents and voltages behave 
quantum mechanically2,30. Our processor uses transmon qubits6, which 
can be thought of as nonlinear superconducting resonators at 5–7!GHz. 
The qubit is encoded as the two lowest quantum eigenstates of the 
resonant circuit. Each transmon has two controls: a microwave drive 
to excite the qubit, and a magnetic flux control to tune the frequency. 
Each qubit is connected to a linear resonator used to read out the qubit 
state5. As shown in Fig.!1, each qubit is also connected to its neighbouring 
qubits using a new adjustable coupler31,32. Our coupler design allows us 
to quickly tune the qubit–qubit coupling from completely off to 40!MHz. 
One qubit did not function properly, so the device uses 53 qubits and 
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developed fast, high-fidelity gates that can be executed simultaneously 
across a two-dimensional qubit array. We calibrated and benchmarked 
the processor at both the component and system level using a powerful 
new tool: cross-entropy benchmarking11. Finally, we used component-
level fidelities to accurately predict the performance of the whole sys-
tem, further showing that quantum information behaves as expected 
when scaling to large systems.

A suitable computational task
To demonstrate quantum supremacy, we compare our quantum proces-
sor against state-of-the-art classical computers in the task of sampling 
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are a suitable choice for benchmarking because they do not possess 
structure and therefore allow for limited guarantees of computational 
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(qubits) by repeated application of single-qubit and two-qubit logi-
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a speckled intensity pattern produced by light interference in laser 
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of gate cycles (depth) grow.
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linear cross-entropy benchmarking fidelity11,13,14 (see also!Supplementary 
Information), which is the mean of the simulated probabilities of the 
bitstrings we measured:

F P x= 2 " ( )# $ 1 (1)n
i iXEB

where n is the number of qubits, P(xi) is the probability of bitstring xi 
computed for the ideal quantum circuit, and the average is over the 
observed bitstrings. Intuitively, FXEB is correlated with how often we 
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distribution will give "P(xi)#i!=!1/2n and produce F = 0XEB . Values of FXEB 
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plementary Information). Therefore, in order to claim quantum suprem-
acy we need a quantum processor that executes the program with 
sufficiently low error rates.

Building a high-fidelity processor
We designed a quantum processor named ‘Sycamore’ which consists 
of a two-dimensional array of 54 transmon qubits, where each qubit is 
tunably coupled to four nearest neighbours, in a rectangular lattice. The 

connectivity was chosen to be forward-compatible with error correc-
tion using the surface code26. A key systems engineering advance of this 
device is achieving high-fidelity single- and two-qubit operations, not 
just in isolation but also while performing a realistic computation with 
simultaneous gate operations on many qubits. We discuss the highlights 
below; see also the!Supplementary Information.

In a superconducting circuit, conduction electrons condense into a 
macroscopic quantum state, such that currents and voltages behave 
quantum mechanically2,30. Our processor uses transmon qubits6, which 
can be thought of as nonlinear superconducting resonators at 5–7!GHz. 
The qubit is encoded as the two lowest quantum eigenstates of the 
resonant circuit. Each transmon has two controls: a microwave drive 
to excite the qubit, and a magnetic flux control to tune the frequency. 
Each qubit is connected to a linear resonator used to read out the qubit 
state5. As shown in Fig.!1, each qubit is also connected to its neighbouring 
qubits using a new adjustable coupler31,32. Our coupler design allows us 
to quickly tune the qubit–qubit coupling from completely off to 40!MHz. 
One qubit did not function properly, so the device uses 53 qubits and 
86 couplers.

The processor is fabricated using aluminium for metallization and 
Josephson junctions, and indium for bump-bonds between two silicon 
wafers. The chip is wire-bonded to a superconducting circuit board 
and cooled to below 20!mK in a dilution refrigerator to reduce ambient 
thermal energy to well below the qubit energy. The processor is con-
nected through filters and attenuators to room-temperature electronics, 
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Quantum computers outperforming the best classical 
computers?

Noise structure of actual quantum devices is complicated, 
correlated in space and time…
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Device-wide correlated errors, 
caused from cosmic rays and 
nearby radioactive materials
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Error propagation and the challenge of fault-tolerance
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Advantages: 
Low resource
overhead
Gates and
measurements
in parallel
Small gate count

Fault-tolerant Quantum Error Correction Cycles
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See also e.g. Baireuther et al., New J. Phys. 21, 013003 (2019) 

Goal: implement freely extensible 
(in time) multi-round
neural-network-based decoder
Use recurrent neural network
First: training and benchmark
against hard-coded look-up table for
standard depolarising circuit noise
Later: train for realistic trapped-ion
noise model

Input: syndrome increments & flag 
measurement outputs 

Output: logical bit/phase probability 

Neural-Network based Quantum Error Correction
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Figure 34: Neural-network based and look-up-table based QEC for the distance-3 color code.
Scaling of the logical error rate per QEC cycle (i.e. one round of stabiliser measurements) against the
physical error rate, for depolarising noise on each circuit element. Four methods are compared, the
dashed line represents one physical qubit that is not encoded and prone to (depolarising) noise while
idling. For each circuit operation of the stabiliser readout the physical qubit is acted on by one idle gate.
The coloured lines stand for different ways of decoding the Steane code: discarding all the syndrome
information of the readout cycles and decode based on one last perfect readout (blue); decoding the
syndrome flag sequence using the lookup- table (red); decoding the syndrome flag sequence using the
RNN (green). Each logical error rate is obtained by fitting Eq. (28) to the decay of fidelity according to
the Monte Carlo simulation of the code. The slopes of the lookup- table decoder and the RNN decoder
indicate that two errors are needed to cause a logical fault, implying fault tolerance for a d = 3 code.
Interestingly, the RNN always outperforms the lookup- table based correction strategy, having a lower
logical error rate.

5.3 Decoding of the distance-3 color code
The logical zero state |0i

L
of the Steane code is encoded fault tolerantly using an encoding scheme that

utilises an additional ancilla qubit, which serves to sort out faulty preparations – see Fig. 6 and discus-
sion above. To decode the Steane code fault-tolerantly, each of the four stabiliser plaquettes of X and
Z type is read out using a single flag to protect against hook errors. Here, we use CNOT-based circuits,
in Fig. 4 a compilation into MS-gates has been shown and discussed. Using this flag information, a
look up table based decoder is constructed, which we use primarily as a benchmark for the RNN based
decoder.
Regarding the RNN we implement, it is inspired by the work presented in [92], meaning that for ex-
ample that the two LSTM layer structure as shown in Fig. 33 and also the number of cells within one
layer was chosen similar to the parameters of that work. The working principle discussed in section 5.2
is further refined by not training the network to predict e.g. the bit flip parity but both phase and bit flip
parity in parallel. Because the network is exposed to the full syndrome of X and Z stabilisers and their
flags, this approach is more symmetric in the sense that the final output correlates now equally with
X and Z syndrome. Furthermore, this approach potentially allows us to study the QEC performance
against logical bit vs phase flip errors separately. This can be of interest in realistic physical architec-
tures, where one type of errors e.g. dephasing processes dominate over others, including e.g. the eQual
ion-trap quantum processors. Note that because the final readout of the data qubits can only be done

59

Neural network has ‚discovered‘ fault-tolerant
error correction strategy
Outperforms lookup-table based decoder

Neural-Network based Quantum Error Correction

credit: AQT
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Statistical physics mapping for 1D quantum 
repetition code with circuit noise
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FIG. 1. (a1) One cycle of the n-qubit phase-flip repetition code with the circuit-level noise model, with the circuitry shown for an excerpt
of the quantum register displaying three data qubits Di and two ancilla qubits ai. The white boxes labeled as RY (R�1

Y ) represent single-qubit
rotations around the Y axis with an angle of ⇡/2 (�⇡/2). The gray boxes labeled as idle, init, 1Q and 2Q are depolarizing noise channels
describing faulty events occurring during idling, state preparation, single-qubit and CNOT gates, respectively. (a2) (Top row) Examples of
error propagation through the CNOT gates and the single-qubit rotations RY : a Z error on the target qubit propagates to the control qubit,
but Z errors do not propagate from the control qubit to the target qubit; a Z error is transformed into an X error through RY . (Center row)
A Z error occurring between two CNOTs on the data qubit D1 propagates also to the upper ancilla a0, where it eventually shows up in the
measurement. (Bottom row) A Z error occurring between the rotations RY on the ancilla results in a measurement error. (b1) Four measurement
cycles of the repetition code showing the error propagation according to the processes shown in (a2), and the a↵ected ancilla qubits. (i) A
data qubit error (green asterisk) propagates according to the green path and a↵ects two ancilla qubits at every subsequent measurement step.
(ii) A measurement error (blue asterisk), which a↵ects a single ancilla measurement. (iii) An error happening between the CNOT gates of a
data qubit (red asterisk) propagates according to the red path and a↵ects only one ancilla at step t and two ancilla qubits at the subsequent
measurement steps. (iv) A space-time equivalence given by two qubit errors and two measurement errors that does not show up in any ancilla
read out. (b2) Error graph generated by the physical errors in panel (b1). Positions where qubit, measurement and correlated data phase-flip
and measurement errors can happen are represented by vertical, horizontal and L-shaped edges, respectively. Colored semicircles represent
the ancilla qubits that have been triggered by an error event. From this graph we derive the fundamental error events that determine the
couplings of the statistical mechanics Hamiltonian (panels (c1)-(c2)) and the syndrome volume which is the input for the MWPM decoder.
(c1) Fundamental errors e1, e2, e3 generated by the error processes (i)-(iii) and equivalences �`. (c2) Lattice of equivalences �` showing the
couplings J1 (vertical blue links), J2 (horizontal green links), J3 (diagonal red links) of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2).

various circuit noise processes and factorizing and rearranging
the e↵ective error channel(s) and resultant Pauli transfer ma-
trices, we can express an arbitrary Pauli circuit noise model in
terms of the three e↵ective error rates p, q and r:
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We can gather the error events from the microscopic pro-
cesses happening on the realistic circuit (Fig. 1(b1)) in the
error graph of Fig. 1(b2): here the vertical, horizontal and L-
shaped lines indicate the possible positions where a data-qubit

(i), a measurement (ii) or a correlated error (iii) event can be
found. The colored links indicate the positions where an er-
ror has occurred, while the colored semicircles indicate the
stabilizers that are triggered by the respective error event.

In the following, the error graph is used for two purposes:
on the one hand, it is the basis to construct the types of interac-
tions that appear in the classical statistical mechanics Hamil-
tonian (Fig. 1(c1)), and on the other hand it gives rise to the
syndrome volume as input for the MWPM decoder.

From the error graph, we can visualize the error processes
by introducing the lattice in Fig. 1(c1) where vertical links
represent data qubits and horizontal links are measurement
steps. The three error processes (i)-(iii) define the fundamen-
tal errors events e1, e2, e3 shown in Fig. 1(c1): the error e1 is
generated by a single qubit phase flip error (i) or by a combi-
nation of a measurement error (ii) and a correlated error (iii)
with probability Pr(e1) = p(1�q)(1� r)+ (1� p)qr. The error
e2 is generated by a measurement error (ii) or by a combina-

D. Vodola, M. Rispler, S. Kim, and M. Müller, arXiv:2104.04847 (2021)
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FIG. 3. Threshold probabilities from the statistical mechanics model
(blue points, solid line) and the MWPM decoder (red points, dashed
line). The region where the MWPM decoder finds the code cor-
rectable lies within the ordered region of the statistical mechanics
model. The ordered region represents the fundamental region inde-
pendent on any decoding scheme where the repetition code can be
corrected with success. Lines connecting the points are a guide to
the eye.

statistics. The details of the MC simulation can be found in
the supplementary material [54].

Minimum weight matching decoder.—MWMP is e�cient
thanks to Edmond’s Blossom algorithm [55]. Owing to the
exact mapping of circuit noise to the e↵ective noise rates, it
su�ces to simulate e↵ective noise rates on data qubits and the
syndrome, allowing for e�cient simulation of the QEC code.
We sample from the error distributions, recording both errors
and syndrome. We then present the syndrome to the MWPM
decoder. If the resulting decoder decision agrees with the
recorded error history, we declare logical correction success,
otherwise logical correction failure. We estimate logical fail-
ure rates by sampling for varying system size and error rate(s).
This enables us to extract threshold values, which signify the
critical value below which increasing the system size is ben-
eficial to the logical success rate. The thresholds extracted
via MWPM provide lower bounds to the thresholds obtained
through the statistical mechanics mapping since they corre-
spond to a decoding decision that is not necessarily optimal:
MWPM looks for the likeliest error explaining the observed
syndrome, which in the statistical mechanics mapping can be
viewed as minimizing the energy as opposed to the free en-
ergy [16]. In order to be able to assign weights to matchings,
we need to devise the corresponding metric, which is given by
the minimum over the (weighted) Manhattan distance on the
three sublattices of the triangular lattice. We defer the reader
to the supplementary material for a detailed derivation of the
error weight metric and the general MWPM decoding strat-
egy.

Discussion.—In Fig. 3 we show the phase diagram with the
thresholds from Monte Carlo simulations (blue points, solid
line) and from MWPM (red points, dotted line). The figure
demonstrates that the region where MWPM successfully de-
codes lies within error bars inside the fundamental region of

correctability determined with the statistical mechanics map-
ping. This demonstrates a finite interval between MWPM and
a higher fundamental threshold that could be achieved by im-
proving the decoding strategy. To connect the phase diagram
to experimental situations, let us discuss the relative strength
of r and its meaning. First o↵, p and q both are typically dom-
inated by similar error processes that for many qubit platforms
are of comparable error rate quality, hence we set p = q for
simplicity. On top of that, we then dial up the strength of r.
The known case r = 0 reduces to the phenomenological case
without correlated errors, which would correspond to a per-
fect two-qubit gate (p2 = 0). Increasing r to r = p/2 = q/2
corresponds to p2 = 5p1 + O(p2

1), which is roughly compati-
ble with the two-qubit gate being an order of magnitude worse
than single-qubit operations (error rate or infidelity) observed
in many experimental realizations [28, 32, 46, 56]. Going
beyond that, r = p = q corresponds to p2 being the domi-
nant error source, where all other error sources are negligible
(psp = pid = p1 = pm = 0). The case r = 2p = 2q goes be-
yond the depolarizing noise model that is behind Eq. (1): not
only is the two-qubit gate the only error source, it furthermore
specifically produces the errors leading to the r type instead of
p and q, which goes beyond the circuit-level noise paradigm
and would be described by an asymmetric depolarizing noise
channel biased towards r. While this does not seem typical,
it is not beyond reason to imagine a two-qubit gate produc-
ing biased noise. Finally, let us mention that the case of pure
r errors (p = q = 0) corresponds to a situation where we
can perfectly trust the syndrome information if we interpret it
correctly, akin to a repetition code with perfect measurements
(which entails a threshold approaching 0.5 asymptotically).
Having this intuition for the meaning of the parameter ranges
in mind, we see that the experimentally most relevant region
r , p = q is the region where we also see a separation be-
tween the MWPM and the fundamental threshold. The sepa-
ration seems to become narrower for higher contributions of r,
which we can connect to the expectation in the extreme case
of pure r error. Since this corresponds to a “skewed” repeti-
tion code with perfect measurements, we know that the latter
can be decoded perfectly with MWPM, since there are no de-
generacies left, which agrees with the narrowing separation
when r becomes dominant. To complement the interpreta-
tion of the phase-diagram, we can also read it in the following
way: the estimated thresholds for ideal decoding and MWPM
respectively in case of p = q = 2r correspond to single-qubit
errors p1 ⇡ 0.02 (ideal decoding) vs. 0.017 (MWPM decod-
ing) and the two-qubit error rate p2 ⇡ 0.087 (ideal) vs. 0.074
(MWPM). In the case p = q = r the threshold is p2 ⇡ 0.14
(ideal) vs. 0.12 (MWPM).

Interestingly, in a recent experimental realization of the
phase-flip code [46], the authors report that the circuit errors
are well described by Pauli errors and furthermore specify the
corresponding error rates. Casting these experimentally ob-
tained error rates into Eq. (1), we find that they correspond to
the e↵ective error rates p = 0.032, q = 0.0285 and r = 0.0035,
which is in excellent agreement with the observation that this
experiment is thoroughly in the error-suppression regime.

Conclusions and Outlook.—In this work, we have mapped

Identify gap between 
known error correction 
strategies and  
optimal correction 
capability 

fundamental error  
thresholds of quantum 
error correcting codes 
for realistic noise

Phase diagram of more general  
2D random-bond Ising model
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Quantum Error Correction

Quantum Machine Learning for Error Correction
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Idea:
Use quantum machine
learning to carry out 
the correction directly

Quantum Machine Learning for Error Correction
Quantum Error Correction
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In our work:
1. Use compression principle to perform quantum error correction.
2. Train QNNs to restore entire code space - not only specific target states.
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Motivation

From towardsdatascience.com
Encoder Decoder

code space

Autoencoders

Used e.g. for: - Denoising
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Motivation

From towardsdatascience.com

Used e.g. for: - Denoising

- Finding efficient data codings

- Feature learning

Autoencoders
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Motivation

?
Can quantum error correction be automatized with Quantum Autoencoders?

Can QAEs autonomously identify correction strategies optimally suited for specific noise?

J. Romero et al. Quantum Sci. Technol. 2, 045001 (2017)
D. Bondarenko et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 130502 (2020)
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How? Dissipative Quantum Neural Networks

Neurons Qubits

Edges Unitary Operations

A dissipative quantum neural network
realizes a quantum channel

K. Beer et al. Nat. Commun. 11, 808 (2020)
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Dissipative Quantum Neural Networks

Neurons Qubits

Edges Unitary Operations

A DQNN realizes a quantum channel
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Dissipative Quantum Neural Networks
Training: Quantum-classical hybrid procedure

update parameters

compute cost function

measure

classical hardware

quantum hardware

apply optimization scheme
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Error Correction with Quantum Autoencoders

minimal example:
3-qubit repetition code

?
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Training on states , and subjected to uncorrelated bit flips
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Training Validation: denoise arbitrary logical states

ü
The QAEs learn precisely the
3-qubit code correction map

Error Correction with Quantum Autoencoders
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Error Correction with Quantum Autoencoders

Training the network with noise

• Logical states encoded in a 

decoherence-free subspace: 

robustness against correlated noise

• Correction of qubit loss possible



Towards Experimental Realisations
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idle noise (pi) network noise (pn)

i

?

The networks themselves are „quantum“ 
and can be noisy

Beneficial error correction still possible

Error Correction Success Probability



Quantum Neural Networks

Quantum neural networks as open quantum systems

Storage of quantum patterns? Enhanced storage capacity? Near-term realisations?  
Quantum neural networks for error correction?

Phase diagram of quantum 
generalized Potts-Hopfield 
neural networks
E. Fiorelli, I. Lesanovsky,
M. Müller
arXiv:2109.10140 (2021)
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• Classical machine learning for

quantum error correction

• New quantum machine learning

concepts

• Scalability to larger systems?

• Experimental realisations?

Summary and Outlook
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